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Abstract: The LiDAR point cloud has been widely used in scenarios of automatic driving, object
recognition, structure reconstruction, etc., while it remains a challenging problem in line structure
extraction, due to the noise and accuracy, especially in data acquired by consumer electronic devices.
To address the issue, a line structure extraction method based on the persistence of tensor feature is
proposed, and subsequently applied to the data acquired by an iPhone-based LiDAR sensor. The
tensor of each point is encoded, voted, and aggregated by its neighborhood, and further decomposed
into different geometric features in each dimension. Then, the line feature in the point cloud is repre-
sented and computed using the persistence of the tensor feature. Finally, the line structure is extracted
based on the persistent homology according to the discrete Morse theory. With the LiDAR point
cloud collected by the iPhone 12 Pro MAX, experiments are conducted, line structures are extracted
from two different datasets, and results perform well in comparison with other related results.

Keywords: line structure extraction; tensor feature decomposition; persistent homology; iPhone-
based LiDAR sensor

1. Introduction

Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is a method to measure the distance between the
object and the receiver based on the reflection of light and obtain massive points for the sur-
face of an area instantly [1–3]. With high efficiency and versatile performance, it has been ex-
tensively applied in surveying and mapping, automatic driving, scene understanding [4,5],
etc. In recent years, LiDAR sensors have been equipped in consumer electronic devices,
such as Kinect, iPhone, etc., which has made it more and more convenient to acquire point
cloud data for common users, and many applications have been constructed [6,7], such as
line structure extraction, shape recognition, object detection and classification, and some
high-level applications (scene understanding, simultaneous localization and mapping, etc.).

With these easy-to-use LiDAR devices, plenty of point cloud datasets are provided,
and abundant information can be extracted, such as geometric feature, semantic labeling,
and scenario relations [8]. However, it also brings many problems in dealing with these re-
dundant point cloud datasets, since not all points are needed, and it’s difficult to extract the
structure information, compress the data, and represent these redundant datasets by simple
geometric structures [9,10]. To solve these problems and obtain structure information,
different studies have been conducted using, e.g., deep learning-based feature extraction
methods and geometric model fitting methods [7,8,11,12]. These methods either need prede-
fined geometric models [12,13] or large amounts of training datasets [7]. In addition, some
post-processing operations are also needed to maintain connection relations of geometric
structures, and results can be affected by the quality of the point cloud datasets [14,15].
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(1) How to extract line information from the quality-unstable point cloud dataset collected
by consumer electronic devices, and (2) how to construct line structures without predefined
geometric models and manually selected training datasets, remain challenges.

To address the issue, a line structure extraction method based on the tensor voting [16,17]
and the persistent homology theory [18–20] is proposed. The line structure extraction
framework is designed for point cloud datasets collected by the iPhone-based LiDAR
sensor. The line feature in each point is encoded by the tensor voting, then the line segment
is represented as the connection of each point with the highest local line feature value, and
the line structure is constructed from line segments along with their structure connections.
Contributions are as follows: (1) We compute the line feature from the point cloud based on
the tensor voting theory, decompose the tensor feature, and make a combination of different
dimensional geometric features, to get the line candidate dataset. (2) We represent line
feature by the tensor of the Morse–Smale complex, calculate the line structure from LiDAR
point cloud based on the persistent homology theory, and extract the line structure using
the connect relations of critical points. (3) We propose the unified framework, design the
algorithm to extract line structure from point cloud collected by the iPhone-based LiDAR
sensor, and make a comparison between line structure extraction results.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section gives an
overview of works related to this paper. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the
line structure extraction method based on the persistence of tensor feature, including tensor
voting, tensor feature decomposition, critical point representation in the discrete Morse
theory, and the line structure extraction. Experiments are conducted. The results are
discussed in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. Related Works

Line structure is the concise representation of 3D scenes, and the process relates to de-
scription of line features, segmentation and recognition of objects, and scene understanding
of point cloud datasets [5–8], etc.

One of the heated research fields is edge map detection from depth or RBG image, to
get the layout information of indoor scenes [2,8]. The edge feature is computed by view
relations between the 3D scene to the 2D image, using neural network or some image-
based edge detection algorithms. Hence, it’s also applied to the 3D point cloud [11,21,22].
Chen et al. [21] proposed a 3D line segment detection method from the multi-view stereo:
project 3D points into planar sets on different camera matrices and computing line relations
based on 2D images, then remove false matching relations, cast line features back to the 3D
space of point clouds, and get 3D line segments. Another similar line segment detection
strategy is the work conducted by Lu et al. [22]. The point cloud dataset is segmented
into super planes based on region growing and merging. Then, points belonging to each
plane are projected onto it, and 3D points in each plane become 2D images, followed
by line extraction using 2D image contour extraction and least-square-fitting based line
detection. In these line feature extraction methods, 3D line features can be duplicated or
lost during dimensional transformation. However, line structure extraction directly from
3D point cloud can be conducted by an intuitive way. The first kind of intuitive method is
the 3D shape detection from 3D point cloud, according to fitting error between the point
cloud and the predefined geometric model. Hough transformation [13] is usually applied
to shape detection situations, especially line segments, along with the random sample
consensus (RANSAC) [12], which can extract geometric shapes from noisy point cloud
data; besides, there are also some shape detection methods based on neural network that
also works for the similar propose. Nevertheless, these methods depend on the predefined
geometric model, which limited the capability of application. The other kind of intuitive
method is the line structure extraction based on the 3D point cloud segmentation [1,4,23,24],
where the point cloud dataset is directly divided into different object groups, and the
rim of geometric objects is extracted to construct edge structures. Gankhuyag et al. [24]
proposed an automatic 2D floorplan CAD generation method based on plane detection,
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and points segmented into floors are preserved to build 2D CAD line segments. For 3D line
structure detection, Lin et al. [4] proposed a line extraction method by segmenting point
cloud into facets and extracting boundary of each facet to get the 3D line. Although the
structure information can be further refined using some semantic information, lines are
extracted under the assumption of predefined geometric model or rules, i.e., the straight-
line restriction. There are also some neural-network-based point cloud segmentation
methods [5,7,11] that can extract boundaries more precisely than the predefined geometric
models or rules, but these methods need large amounts of training data. In addition,
some post-processing operations are also applied to maintain connection relations of
geometric structures.

Another heated research field is line structure extraction from point clouds based on
the line feature representation [25,26]. Using the consecutive geometric feature contained
in point cloud, line structures can be detected and traced along the consecutive direction of
geometric feature [6,9,10,27,28], such as angle differences between the normal vector and
its neighboring points, curvature computed from assumed point cloud surface, etc. These
methods usually need normal vectors recorded in the point cloud dataset. While there is
no normal information stored, some techniques need to be applied to compute normal
vectors [6,9,27], such as local plane fitting, principal component analysis (referred to as
PCA), and tensor voting. In PCA-based methods, the normal vector of point is computed
using the local covariance matrix based on its neighborhood [27], and different dimensional
geometric features can be interpreted from eigen decomposition of the matrix; besides, the
optimal size of neighborhood is the critical point and is affected by the quality of point cloud
dataset [10]. In tensor-voting-based methods, it can deal with the noisy dataset using the
tensor encoding and revoting process and has the capability of N-dimensional geometric
feature representation [6,15,16,28,29]. Using tensor voting, normal vector of the point is
computed from its neighborhood and subsequently revoted to get the refined result. Then,
geometric features of different dimensional are provided, and the subset of the point cloud
dataset with the label of line feature is extracted [29]. However, the next step of extracting
line structure from the selected line subset, still remains to be a challenge. Compared with
geometric-model-based shape detection methods, the topological relation-based method
can deal with the graph connection of line structures. One of the widely used topological
methods is the persistent homology [30–32], where topological relations are computed
and captured based on N-dimensional holes during growth of the distance to merge all
points. Using the persistent homology theory, Carlsson [19] computed topological patterns
contained in a point cloud dataset and built pattern signatures by barcodes. Another
form of topological features computed based on the persistent homology is studied by
Zhou et al. [20] and Wong et al. [33], and topological features are presented by the persistent
image, which is further computed using the persistent diagram. Moreover, Beksi et al. [34]
presented a 3D point descriptor according to birth and death of 0-cycles and 1-cycles
and took it as topological signatures to classify categories for noisy point cloud datasets.
These topological methods can deal with quality-unstable point cloud dataset using the
topological feature and preserve graph connections with each line segment, while it is
difficult to maintain geometric shapes in the dataset.

To deal with the quality-unstable point cloud dataset and obtain connection relation
preserved line structures, a line structure extraction method is proposed in this paper,
and point cloud datasets are collected using the iPhone-based LiDAR sensor. In addition,
structure refinement based on the assumed geometric rules is not going to be conducted in
this paper, since line structures are extracted with no predefined geometric models and no
manually selected training datasets.

3. Methodology

Suppose a point p is consisted of N-dimensional coordinate and without normal vector
information, which can be denoted as p(x1, x2, . . . , xN). The line feature is the geometric
information of each point, and the higher value of the line feature, the more probability of
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the point to be a part of lines. Hence, the line segment can be constructed by connecting
each point with the highest local line feature value. The line structure is built using line
segments and their structure connections. To get the line structure from the unstructured
point cloud, the geometric feature to express line feature needs to be constructed, which
is computed based on the tensor voting, then line datasets to extract line segments is
generated. The next step is extracting consecutive line segment from the subset, which is
conducted based on the persistence of tensor feature, using topological relations calculated
by the persistent homology. Hence, the line structure extraction process consists of 4 steps:

(1) initialize the tensor for unstructured point and get geometric features in different
dimensions;

(2) revote the tensor feature in different dimensions and compute the refined geometric
feature;

(3) represent the geometric feature and construct the line candidate subset (referred to as
LCS);

(4) construct the Morse–Smale complex and extract line structures based on the discrete
Morse theory.

The pipeline of the line structure extraction framework is depicted in Figure 1.
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3.1. Initial Tensor Voting and Dimensional Feature Presentation

According to the manifold theory, the N-dimensional space S is composed of d-
dimensional normal subspace SN and (N − d)-dimensional tangent subspace SN−d, which
are orthogonal and complementary to each other, as denoted in Equation (1). The geometric
feature in each dimension can be detected based on the normal subspace Sd, where the
normal vector depicts the orthogonal direction of geometric structure. For example, in the
3-dimensional space (N = 3), the geometric structure with 1-dimensional normal space S1
can be detected as “surface,” the geometric structure with 2-dimensional normal space S2
can be detected as “line”, and the geometric structure with 3-dimensional normal space S3
can be detected as “point”.

S = Sd + SN−d & Sd·SN−d = 0 (1)

However, if there is no normal recorded, the normal space can be computed using
tangent information from its neighborhood. Suppose a point p with a point pi fromneigh-
borhood Ω, and the vector from pi to p can be denoted as vi, which contains the tangent
information of pi. Then vi is normalized as v̂i and the tangent subspace Si

N−d can be
computed based on the Kronecker delta of v̂i, as denoted in Equation (2).

Si
N−d = kron

(
v̂i, v̂i

T
)

(2)

Since there is no normal vector recorded and no preferred geometric features set for
space S, it can be denoted as the identity matrix I for space S. Hence, the geometric structure
encoded by normal subspace Si

d that will be transmitted from point pi to p can be denoted
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as complementary form of Si
N−d according to Equation (1), i.e., Si

d = I − Si
N−d. As seen in

Figure 2, the geometric feature of each point in neighborhood of p is voted to the point,
with geometric information transmitted by the normal subspace.
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Besides, the intensity of geometric feature decays along distance ri from pi to p, and

the decay function is usually taken as the Gaussian function, i.e., w(r) = e−(
r
ρ )

2
. Here, the

ρ for w is set to be 0.1. Finally, tensor Tp at point p is computed and accumulated using that
of the point from its neighborhood, as denoted in Equation (3).

Tp = ∑pi∈Ω w(ri)
(

I − Si
N−d

)
(3)

3.2. The Refinement of Initial Tensor Using Different Dimensional Geometric Feature

With tensor T computed through initial tensor voting process, the geometric fea-
ture in each dimension can be computed based on the tensor decomposition of T. In
N-dimensional space, T is presented by a N × N dimensional matrix, and can be further
decomposed by eigenvectors

(→
e 1,
→
e 2, · · · ,

→
e N

)
and related eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, · · · , λN),

where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN . Suppose the d dimensional geometric feature is going to be
transmitted from point p(x1, x2, . . . , xN) to q(x1, x2, . . . , xN), the normal vector of normal
subspace is denoted as vn =

(→
e 1,
→
e 2, · · · ,

→
e d

)
, the tangent direction vector is denoted

as vt =
(→

e d+1,
→
e d+2, · · · ,

→
e N

)
, and vector from p to q is denoetd as v = q − p. Then, the

normal vector vk, which is transmitted along a minimal circle path defined by points p and
q, meets the relations defined in Equation (4).

vk = vn cos(2θ)− vt sin(2θ) (4)

In Equation (4), angle θ is computed based on cosine value and dot multiply op-
eration using geometric relations of vt, and vk, i.e., θ = a cos(dot(norm(vk), vt). Based
on Equations (2)–(4), the d dimensional tensor feature Td transmitted from p to q can be
encoded as Equation (5).

Td = w(r, θ)kron
(

vk, vT
k

)
(5)

w(r, θ) = e−(
r
ρ )

2
(cos(θ))4 is the decay function with distance r and curvature informa-

tion encoded as θ. It has been proven that the angle θ will become 0 where dimension d ≥ 2,
and there is no need to recompute θ in each dimension, if vk is projected to Sd (King [16]).
Hence d-dimension tensor feature Td can be represented as Equation (6).

Td =

{
w(r, θ)kron

(
vk, vT

k
)

d = 1
w(r)

(
Sd − kron

(
vn, vT

n
))

d ≥ 2
(6)
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On the other hand, the intensity sd of d dimensional geometric feature can be repre-
sented using eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, · · · , λN), as denoted in Equation (7).

sd =

{
λd − λd+1 d < N

λN d = N
(7)

Based on Equations (6) and (7), tensor voted from p to q in each dimension can be
computed by Equation (8).

Tp = ∑d≤N
d=1 sdTd (8)

Finally, the tensor Tq of point q is voted by tensor Tp of each point p in p’s neighborhood
Ω, as denoted in Equation (9), and this process is called the tensor refinement. The reader
can refer to Wang, et al. [6] for a detailed derivation of the tensor refinement process.

Tq = ∑p∈Ω Tp (9)

3.3. The Construction of LCS Based on Geometric Saliency

In 3D space, the point is composed of (x, y, z), which is just position information
and no normal vector information recorded, and refined voting results is decomposed by
eigenvectors

(→
e 1,
→
e 2,
→
e 3

)
and related eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3), where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3. The

sailency of geometric feature that encoded in each dimension can be computed based on
Equation (7):

(1) in 1-dimensional normal space S1 = kron
(
→
e 1,
→
e

T
1

)
, the geometric feature turns out

to be “surface”, since there is only the 1D stick-shaped normal vector, and geometric
saliency is ssur f ace = λ1 − λ2;

(2) in 2-dimensional normal space S2 = kron
(
→
e 1,
→
e

T
1

)
+ kron

(
→
e 2,
→
e

T
2

)
, the geometric

feature turns out to be “line”, since there is the 2D surface-shaped normal vector, and
geometric saliency is sline = λ2 − λ3;

(3) in 3-dimensional normal space S3 = kron
(
→
e 1,
→
e

T
1

)
+ kron

(
→
e 2,
→
e

T
2

)
+ kron

(
→
e 3,
→
e

T
3

)
,

the geometric feature turns out to be “point”, since there is the 3D ball-shaped normal
vector, and geometric saliency is spoint = λ3.

In above descriptions, the higher geometric saliency value of the point, the more
credible the geometric feature category it belongs to; for example, if the point with line
geometric saliency sline higher than the saliencies of other dimensions, it can categorize
into LCS. However, if the point with surface saliency ssur f ace lower than some threshold
value, it can also be taken into the LCS. Besides, the point with high point saliency spoint
turns out to be the corner structure of geometric framework, hence, it can also be taken into
the LCS. With these assumptions, the LCS can be constructed based on threshold values{

σsur f ace, σline, σpoint

}
for the saliency in different dimensions, as dented in Equation (10).

LCS =
{

p
(

x, y, z, ssur f ace, sline, spoint

)
∈ S
∣∣∣ssur f ace ≤ σsur f ace∪ sline ≥ σline ∪ spoint ≥ σpoint

}
(10)

3.4. Line Structure Extraction Based on the Discrete Morse Theory

Suppose f : S(p) → R is a smooth function on a manifold, and {p, f (p)|p ∈ S} can
be taken as a smooth surface in 3D space. Besides, the gradient ∇ f (p) of the function
f at point p is the direction f (p) decrease with the largest rate, and the integral line ι on
the manifold is defined as the maximal path passing through p whose vectors agree with
gradient ∇ f (p). The start and end point of the integral line are critical points, which are
non-degenerate and with gradient values ∇ f (p) = 0. In other words, the critical point can
be the maxima, minima, or saddle. Hence, the 1-stable manifold ι(p) of the critical point
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p can be expressed as the line structure whose integral line ends at p (i.e., the maxima).
Intuitively, the 1-stable manifold can be taken as the ridge of the surface, where each point
of 1-stable manifold is the local maxima if there is a line profile which is orthogonal to the
direction of gradient direction of the point, as depicted in Figure 3.
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For the line structure extraction, line segments can be extracted with the local maximal
line saliency value, i.e., the integral line starts from the saddle to the maxima (the black line
in Figure 3), as denoted in Equation (11).

ι(p) = {p} ∪ {q ∈ SLCS|dest(q) = p} (11)

Using the discrete Morse theory, 1-stable manifold of the integral line can be encoded
by the Morse–Smale complex, and the persistent geometric feature can be computed. Then
1-stable manifold ι(p) starting from the saddle to the maxima can be extracted. To construct
the Morse–Smale complex from the quality-unstable point cloud dataset, the LCS is further
resampled by regular grid of space S, and the new LCS’ is computed as follows:

(1) compute the bounding box of space S, take the minimum edge as the referenced
length, and divide it into κ sub-edges of equal length τ;

(2) divide the edge of bounding box in other 2 dimensions using the length τ. Then,
space S is divided into subspace ςi of equal size. Take the center position center(ςi) of
ςi as the coordinate of the point in LCS’;

(3) compute the relation ϕi :
{

p
(

x, y, z, ssur f ace, sline, spoint

)
|p ∈ LCS

}
→ ςi between the

point pi in LCS and the subspace ςi, and take the point with the max line saliency as
the new attribute for ςi, as denoted in Equation (12);

LCS′ =
{

p
(

x, y, z, s′
line

)∣∣∣(x, y, z) = center(ςi), s′
line

= max({sline})
}

(12)

(4) count the number δi of ϕi in each ςi, and label ςi with δi > 0 as the mask area ς′i of
mask space S′ =

{
ς′i|δi > 0

}
, for the computation of persistent homology.

After the resample process, the Morse–Smale complex is constructed based on the
discrete Morse theory, and the persistence of the geometric structure is computed. The
line segment is extracted using the threshold δ, and line features with higher persistent
value than δ are preserved, i.e., {pcritical , lconnection} =

{
ι(p)

∣∣∣ξι(p) > δ
}

. Finally, the graph
is computed and the line structure {ι} is constructed with connection information stored in
the graph.
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3.5. The Algorithm of the Line Structure Extraction Framework

The line structure extraction process is consisted of 4 steps. First, compute the initial
tensor using the tangent space and decompose geometric features in different dimensions.
Second, revote the tensor to get refined results and construct the LCS. Third, calculate the
Morse–Smale complex for the LCS and get persistent features. Finally, extract the persistent
line structure based on connection relations of critical points. The algorithm is depicted in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The algorithm of the line structure extraction framework.

Line structure extraction framework LSE(P,r,σ,κ,δ)
INPUT: point cloud P, searching distance for neighborhood r, saliency thresholds

σ
{

σsur f ace, σline, σpoint

}
, resampled grid κ, persistence threshold for line segment δ

OUTPUT: line structure with connection relations {ι}
//step 1: compute the initial tensor and decompose geometric features in different dimensions
FOREACH p in P //for each point in P
Ω{pi ∈ P|norm(pi − p) ≤ r } = Neighborhood(p, r);
Tp = TensorVoting(p,Ω); //compute initial tensor based on Equations (1)–(3){→

e , λ
}p

= GeoFeatureDec(Tp); //eigen decomposition for tensor Tp

END
//step 2: revote tensor and compute refined geometric feature
FOREACH p in P //for each point in P
FOREACH d in N //for each dimension in N, based on Equations (4)–(7)

sd = SaliencyInDimD(
{→

e , λ
}p

); //compute dimensional saliency

Td = TensorInDimD(
{→

e , λ
}p

); //compute dimensional tensor
END
Tp = AggTensor (sd, Td); //aggregate tensor in each dimension based on Equation (8)
T = RevoteTensorFromNeig(Tp∈Ω); //refine the voting result based on Equation (9)
END
//step 3: represent geometric feature and construct the LCS
s
{

ssur f ace, sline, spoint

}
= DimSaliency(T); //compute dimensional saliency for each point

LCS = LineCandidateSubset(s,σ); //compute the LCS based on Equation (10)
//step 4: extract line structure based on the discrete Morse theory.
{LCS′, S′} = ResampleLCS(P, κ, LCS); //resample the LCS based on Equation (11)
LinePer = MorseSmaleComplex(LCS′, S′); //compute line structure based on Equation (12)
LineSeg{pcritical , lconnection} = LineExtract(LinePer, δ); //extract line segment using thresholdδ

LineStr{ι} = BuildLineStructure(LineSeg); //build line structure
RETURN Line Structure{ι}

4. Experiments and Discussions

This section focuses on the performance of line structure extraction method. The point
cloud dataset acquired by the iPhone-based LiDAR sensor is collected, and tensor voting
is conducted to get the LCS. Then, the line structure is extracted using the persistent line
feature based on the discrete Morse theory. Comparisons are conducted and assessed
with different methods. In addition, the line structure in a complicated scene is computed
and evaluated.

4.1. The Dataset Collected by the iPhone-Based LiDAR Sensor

The point cloud dataset is acquired by the LiDAR sensor assembled in the iPhone 12
Pro MAX, which is a kind of consumer electronic device. It is a solid-state device based on
the time of flight (referred to as TOF) technology, with a scanning range of 5 m and absolute
accuracy of 0.01 m, as depicted in Figure 4. In addition, the mean square error in an indoor
area of 1.49 m2 is 0.0018 m [6]. The point cloud acquired by the LiDAR sensor is a scene of
parterre, in an area of 7.76 m2. To deal with the irregularly distributed sampling density,
the dataset is randomly resampled with minimum distance of 0.01 m, and the number of
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points in the dataset is 23,149, with the average number of 2400 points per m2. As seen from
Figure 4, the parterre is located on the plane and is consisted of four vertical sub-places
and one flat rectangle ring plane, and the center plane inside the rectangle ring plane is a
bare soil ground with uneven surfaces. Besides, there are noisy points and different point
densities with unstable qualities in the randomly sampled point cloud data.
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4.2. Tensor Voting and Geometric Dimension Representation

The point cloud P is supposed to be the 3D point with only coordinate information as
(x, y, z). Hence, the initial tensor voting is conducted for each point p with its neighborhood.
Then, the normal vector in each dimension is computed for the space S, and the tensor
in normal subspace and tangent subspace are represented. In addition, the searching
distance for the neighborhood r is set to be 0.3 m, and the minimum number of points
involved in the tensor voting process is 5. In the second round of tensor voting, also called
tensor refinement, the geometric feature in each dimension is encoded and revoted by its
neighborhood. With the refined tensor, the geometric feature is recomputed, and different
dimensional geometric feature is labeled with the saliency ssur f ace, sline, spoint, which can be

taken as the attribute of each point, i.e., p
(

x, y, z, ssur f ace, sline, spoint

)
, depicted in Figure 5.
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As seen in Figure 5, saliencies of different dimensional geometric features encoded by
the tensor are shown by the colormap ranging from light to dark. In Figure 5a, the surface
feature of each point is labeled from black to white, and the lower the surface saliency, the
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darker the color, and vice versa. However, in Figure 5b, the line saliency of each point is
labeled in the opposite way, as well as the point saliency in Figure 5c.

4.3. The LCS Construction and Resampling

It can be obviously observed that the point with high line saliency in Figure 5a is
considered to show a line structure, while the point with low surface saliency in Figure 5a
also turns out to show a line structure. Besides, the point with high point saliency in
Figure 5c seems to be the key point of show line structure, although some noisy points also
have high point saliencies. Hence, the LCS can be constructed based on the threshold values{

σsur f ace, σline, σpoint

}
. According to the saliency of the computation result, σsur f ace is set to

be 3.27, and the point with saliency lower than the threshold is selected. However, σline is
set as 3.56 and σpoint is set as 6.33, and the point with saliency higher than the threshold is
selected. With the threshold of different geometric features, the LCS in different dimension
is computed, and the statistic are depicted in Table 1.

Table 1. The statistic of LCS by different geometric features.

Different Geometric Feature The Number of Points

LCS by ssurface 86
LCS by sline 3326
LCS by spoint 982

LCS without duplication 4155
ground truth LCS 4006

As seen from Table 1, the number of the LCS point computed using ssur f ace, sline, and
spoint is 89, 3326, and 982, respectively, and the number of ground truth LCS computed
using the spatial relation (within the distance of 0.05 m) between the ground truth line
structure and the point cloud, is 4006. Only using single geometric feature, the LCS cannot
cover the entire line structure. In addition, as depicted in the fourth row of Table 1, the
number of the LCS without duplication is 4155, which is a little higher than that of the
ground truth LCS. Hence, although there might be redundancy, it is reasonable to select the
LCS based on Equation (10). Finally, the LCS is constructed, as shown in Figure 6.

To deal with unstable quality point cloud and unevenly distributed point density,
the LCS is further resampled as the regular grid point of the space S. The more complex
the scene, the higher the grid size κ to preserve the detailed line structure, and vice versa.
However, it is not a good idea to set κ with a very high value since it may cause broken line
segments in the result. For example, if grid size κ is set to be too high such that gird interval
is smaller than the minimum distance between two neighboring points, there will be vacant
grids and the consecutive line segment will become broken. Hence, the suggested ranging
domain is [10, 100]. With grid size κ = 45, the point in LCS is resampled and becomes a
regularly distributed LCS’ in the space S. Besides, the computation complexity for the line
structure extraction is also simplified and refined.

4.4. Comparisons with Other Line Structure Extraction Methods

With the LCS’ computed in Section 4.3, the Morse–Smale complex is constructed based
on the discrete Morse theory, and the persistence of complex structures is computed. The
important geometric structure will keep a high persistence value during the filtration of
the Morse–Smale complex structure. Moreover, the persistence of 1-stable manifold is the
curve structure for the LCS’. Hence, the higher the persistence, the more important the line
segment. Finally, line segment {pcritical , lconnection} is extracted from the LCS’ based on the
persistence threshold δ. Then, a graph is built and line structure {ι} is computed using the
line segment and connection relations, as depicted in Figure 7.
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As shown in Figure 7, the ground truth line structure is shown in Figure 7a, and it’s
manually drawn from the original dataset. Figure 7b shows the result constructed based on
the point cloud segmentation method [23] (with parameter {Max angle: 20◦, Max relative
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distance: 1.0 m, Max distance: 0.2 m, Min points per facet: 10, Max edge length 0.03 m}),
and the line structure is extracted using the rim of segmented geometric objects, while
the result does not seem reasonable when compared with Figure 7a, since there are many
mistakes in the extracted line structure caused by the unstable quality of point cloud dataset.
Besides, using different persistence threshold δ, the related line structure is extracted from
the LCS’ based on the discrete Morse theory. Moreover, the result is compared with the
ground truth line structure and the 3D point cloud segmentation-based line extraction
method. In Figure 7c–e, persistence thresholds of 0.01, 6, and 15 are applied to each result,
respectively. Although there are more details in Figure 7c, the result seems not good as
there are many over-connections in the line structure. However, it does not mean that
“the lower the threshold δ, the better the result.” In Figure 7e, there can be observed many
misconnected line segments with a high threshold δ. Fortunately, the threshold δ can be
interactively set through a trivial operation, and it performs best in the result shown in
Figure 7d with threshold δ = 6. Among the results, the line structure extracted based on the
proposed method performs superior to others.

The statistic of extracted line structure is conducted, as depicted in Table 2. Line
extraction results in Figure 7 are quantitatively compared with the ground truth line
structure, and only the line segment within the buffer area (0.05 m) of ground truth line
structure is considered to be the effective line structure. The total length of the extracted
and effective line structure is calculated. The length of line structure extracted by each
method, ranging from Figure 7b to Figure 7e, are 186.94 m, 30.47 m, 24.49 m, and 24.46 m,
respectively, while effective lengths is 33.50 m, 23.79 m, 21.39 m, and 21.36 m. Although it
has a longer effective length in Figure 7b than the others, there are too many mistakes in the
result. In addition, compared with the result in Figure 7d, there are some over-connected
line segments in Figure 7c and some misconnected line segments in Figure 7e. Hence, the
result of proposed method holds the best performance, and 87.33% of line segments have
been effectively extracted from the result. What’s more, the connection relation of line
structure is preserved, based on the topologic feature of the proposed method.

Table 2. The statistic of extracted line structure.

Different Results Total Length (m) Effective Length (m)

Figure 7a 17.16 17.16
Figure 7b 186.94 33.50
Figure 7c 30.47 23.79
Figure 7d 24.49 21.39
Figure 7e 24.46 21.36

4.5. Line Structure Extraction in the Complex Area

To make a further assessment of the capability for the proposed method, a complex area
of the indoor stair scene is collected by the iPhone-based LiDAR sensor, and experiments
are conducted. The stair dataset is in an area of 10.61 m2. To deal with the irregularly
distributed sampling density, the dataset is randomly resampled with minimum distance
of 0.01 m, and the number of point in the dataset is 141,837, with the average number of
2400 points per m2. As seen from Figure 8a, there are at least 29 facets in different directions.
In addition, some structures are incomplete, and the point density is unevenly distributed,
which makes it difficult to extract line structures from the quality-unstable dataset.

With neighborhood searching distance r = 0.1 m, the initial tensor voting process is
conducted, followed by the tensor refinement. Then, the geometric feature of each point
is computed based on the refined tensor. In Figure 8b–d, the saliency of surface, line, and
point of each point is labeled with the color ranging from light to dark. In Figure 8b, the
darker color with the low saliency of “surface” is considered to be the line structure, while
the darker color with high saliency of “line” and “point” in Figure 8c,d shows a high
probability of being the line structure. Hence, the LCS is computed using threshold values{

σsur f ace = 18, σline = 14, σpoint = 27
}

, as depicted in Table 3.
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Table 3. The statistic of LCS by different geometric features in the complex area.

Different Geometric Feature The Number of Points

LCS by ssurface 1225
LCS by sline 20,137
LCS by spoint 220

LCS without duplication 21,106
ground truth LCS 48,307

As seen in Table 3, the point with surface saliency ssur f ace lower than σsur f ace, or line
saliency sline higher than σline, or point saliency spoint higher than σpoint, is selected and
taken into the LCS. Besides, the number of selected points by σsur f ace, σline, and σpoint and is
1225, 20,137, and 220, respectively, and the total point number without duplication is 21,106.
On the other hand, the ground truth LCS is computed using the spatial relation (within
the distance of 0.05 m) between the ground truth line structure and the point cloud, and
the total number of points is 48,307. To deal with the quality-unstable point cloud, the LCS
is resampled, and the related LCS’ is constructed with different grid sizes κ, as depicted
in Figure 9.
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In Figure 9, the LCS’ is computed with different grid sizes κ, ranging from 50 to 300.
In Figure 9a, it’s the constructed LCS based on Equation (10). In Figure 9b, with κ = 64, the
details are not properly preserved. While in Figure 9d, the connectivity of line structure
can be broken with the high grid size κ = 256, since the space can be over-divided. To make
a balance between the details and the connectivity of line structure, the grid size κ is set as
128. Then, the line structure is extracted from the LCS’ based on the discrete Morse theory,
using different persistence thresholds δ, and the result is compared with the ground truth
line structure, along with the 3D point cloud segmentation-based line extraction method,
as depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10a shows the ground truth line structure, and it is manually drawn from the
original dataset. Figure 10b shows the result computed by the point cloud segmentation-
based method [23] (with parameter {Max angle: 10◦, Max relative distance: 2.0 m, Max
distance: 0.1 m, Min points per facet: 10, Max edge length 0.07 m}), and the line structure
is extracted using the rim of segmented geometric objects. In Figure 10c–e, line segments
{pcritical , lconnection} are extracted from the LCS’ with different persistence threshold values
δ, ranging from 0.01 to 10, and related line structures {ι} are computed. A low or high
threshold δ will cause the overconnection or misconnection problems in the extracted line
structure, as depicted in Figure 10c–e. Here, the optimal threshold δ = 0.1 is interactively
set through a trivial operation, as depicted in Figure 10d.
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δ , ranging from 0.01 to 10, and related line structures { }ι  are computed. A low or high 

threshold δ  will cause the overconnection or misconnection problems in the extracted 
line structure, as depicted in Figure 10c–e. Here, the optimal threshold δ  = 0.1 is 
interactively set through a trivial operation, as depicted in Figure 10d. 

The related statistics of extracted line structure in the complex area are depicted in 
Table 4. The total length and effective length of extracted line structure are compared with 
the ground truth line structure, and only the line segment within buffer area (0.05 m) of 
the ground truth line segment is considered to be the effective line structure. The length 
of the ground truth line structure in Figure 10a is 53.98 m, and the total length of line 
extraction results in Figure 10b–e is 289.58 m, 67.92 m, 67.36 m, and 58.28 m, respectively. 
However, the effective length of each result is 156.26 m, 56.99 m, 57.77 m, and 43.80 m. 
Although it has a longer length than others in Figure 10b, there are too many 
misconnections. With a low threshold value δ , there can be over-connections in Figure 
10c, while there can be misconnections in Figure 10e using a high threshold value δ . 
Among conducted experiments, the line structure extracted by the proposed method (in 
Figure 10d) outperforms the others. Hence, with 85.76% of line segments effectively 
extracted, the experiment result in Figure 10d holds the best performance, and it turns out 
that the proposed method can extract the line structure from the dataset with proper 
geometric and topological features. In addition, the rate of effectively extracted line 
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Figure 10. The comparison of different line structure extraction results in the complex area.

The related statistics of extracted line structure in the complex area are depicted in
Table 4. The total length and effective length of extracted line structure are compared
with the ground truth line structure, and only the line segment within buffer area (0.05 m)
of the ground truth line segment is considered to be the effective line structure. The
length of the ground truth line structure in Figure 10a is 53.98 m, and the total length
of line extraction results in Figure 10b–e is 289.58 m, 67.92 m, 67.36 m, and 58.28 m,
respectively. However, the effective length of each result is 156.26 m, 56.99 m, 57.77 m,
and 43.80 m. Although it has a longer length than others in Figure 10b, there are too many
misconnections. With a low threshold value δ, there can be over-connections in Figure 10c,
while there can be misconnections in Figure 10e using a high threshold value δ. Among
conducted experiments, the line structure extracted by the proposed method (in Figure 10d)
outperforms the others. Hence, with 85.76% of line segments effectively extracted, the
experiment result in Figure 10d holds the best performance, and it turns out that the
proposed method can extract the line structure from the dataset with proper geometric
and topological features. In addition, the rate of effectively extracted line segments among
experimented datasets remains steady (87.33% for the scene of parterre, 85.76% for the
scene of indoor stair), and it turns out to be an effective method to extract line structures in
different scenarios.

Table 4. The statistic of extracted line structure in the complex area.

Different Results Total Length (m) Effective Length (m)

Figure 10a 53.98 53.98
Figure 10b 289.58 156.26
Figure 10c 67.92 56.99
Figure 10d 67.36 57.77
Figure 10e 58.28 43.80

5. Conclusions

With the widespread applications of LiDAR sensors in consumer electronic devices,
point cloud datasets in different scenarios are being collected and numerous studies con-
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ducted to interpret the 3D scenes and obtain effective representation. Among these ap-
proaches is line structure extraction. To deal with the quality-unstable point cloud datasets
acquired by consumer electronic devices, the line structure extraction method based on the
persistence of tensor feature is applied. The point is encoded and voted to its neighborhood,
different geometric features ranging from one dimension to three dimensions are extracted
from the voted tensor, and the LCS is constructed based on the combination of various
features. Then, the Morse–Smale complex is constructed according to the tensor feature,
and line structure is extracted using the persistent homology theory. With the point cloud
dataset collected by the iPhone-based LiDAR sensor, experiments are conducted, line struc-
ture is successfully extracted from the dataset with connection information preserved, and
results are compared with related methods. Moreover, using the proposed method, line
structure can be extracted from the quality-unstable point cloud dataset, with no predefined
geometric models and no manually selected training datasets.

Future research should aim for the refinement of line structure extraction results, since
lines are extracted based on the persistence of tensor feature, and they are not purely straight
compared with the ground truth dataset. Another aspect that needs to be further explored
is improving the robustness of the line structure extraction framework and transforming it
into an end-to-end line structure extraction model.
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